Note: This is a play along with YouTube video chart. Version 5/8/13

"That Sunday That Summer" in the key of Db [W & M by Joe Sherman and George David Weiss, c. 1963]
Sung by Nat King Cole in Db http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tw8nQfftcZU
This chart is written in the key of C, using C forms. However, to play this in Db, put capo on first fret, then play the C form chords where C is 0003.
Dm7/ or G7/ means play each chord twice, and Dm7/// means play Dm7 chord four times
GCEA plays CM7 = Cmaj7, but DGBE plays Em [the chords sound very similar]
Note the ||: meaning, repeat from this point, and :|| meaning, go back to ||: to repeat.

Basic chord pattern for verse: CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/ G7/

Dm7/ G7/ CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/ G7/
(If I had to) choose ...... one day

| 2213 0212 0201 0100 |

CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/ G7/ CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/ G7/ C9/ A7/
Through ...... be ...... Sun-day .......... met you

| 3324 1213 |

||: Dm7/// Bb9/// CM7/// CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/// Bb9///
Newborn'.. calling.. summer.. fast .......... Lots... showing ...

| 2322 4442 0002 0101 2213 0212 |

B7/ E/ E/// Dm7/ G7/ CM7 Edim Dm7 G7
Nod-ding .. to-gether ... Go on .. kiss her, go on and kiss her

CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/ G7/ CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/ G7/
If ... choose mo- ment ........... in my

| 2213 0212 0201 0100 |

CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/ G7/ CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/ G7/ C9/ A7/
Heart ...... that mo - ment ...... how it star- ted

| 2213 1213 0212 0002 0001 |

F/// CM7/ Edim/ Dm7/// Bb9/ G7/ CM7/ C :||
Darling .. when ...... that Sun- sum- mer

Chord conversion chart:

T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
C D E F G A B
Db Eb F Gb Ab Bb B
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